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1.  A good sense of humour,  love of adventures and low expectations are a 
must - unless you own a private jet.


2.  Have everything vital in your hand luggage = PLUSHIES, medication, a pen 
and your documents. Your entire house hold is not vital at this point. 


3. Bribe your lovely flight 
attendant with sweets/
chocolate - these guys are not 
on a never ending vacation but 
fly tough schedules. They will 
be totally delighted by a little 
kindness and sugar. 


4. If your human is on a special 
diet like high carb, no carb, no 
sugar or only eats plants 
harvested at full moon by 
fairies  - PLEASE take an 
appropriate amount of the right 
snacks with you. 

Hello Everyone,

As the year is drawing to an end, 
perhaps we want to squeeze in one 
last holiday or plan for next year.  If 
you’re flying off - Bunny has all the 
best flight tips for you!  And a huge 
congratulations to @lunabott who is 
celebrating one year of 
#plushielovestoeat - so many 
great food shown by great plushies 
from around the world. 
#plushiesbuildbridges

Finally, take a chance if you can to 
visit our buddy, 
@percybunnyrabbit’s feed to find 
out about his wonderful Plushie Art 
Exhibition and charitable foundation 
to support those with CPTSD, PTSD, 
Anxiety and Depression.

Sending you big hugs, from Tipsy x

Tipsy xxx (ps. I don’t know about you, 
but my tummy is rumbling now!)  pps, 
zoom in to see Doyka and Hedge!

Благодаря Доечке
@doyka_and_hedge,
газету Pets' Mews теперь
можно читать на
русском!

Bunny’s Tips for Air Travel
by: @travel_bunny_diary
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5. Buy a bottle of water after security - this is a good investment in your humans health. 


6. No matter how hot it is at your home airport - it will be cold on the plane. So unless your human 
has some natural fur like me  he/she will at least need a sweatshirt and some socks. 


7. ENJOY YOUR FLIGHT AND RELAX 


8. If your human feels unwell for 
whatever reason - let the crew 
know! They will do everything to 
make him/her feel better but 
they can't read your humans 
mind.


Did all 8 points sound familiar - 
CONGRATULATIONS!!!!

Did you hear something new - 
GREAT!!!!


In any case you will be well 
prepared for your next flight. 

I wish you many Happy 
Landings! 


Your Travel Bunny 
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Food, food, glorious food! An Irish playwright said it 
best, "There is no sincerer love than the love of food." 
whether plushies or humans, the aroma of food cooking 
draws us together. It doesn't matter where the table is 
set: in a restaurant, a kitchen or tent, it never fails those 
who are at the table when smiles and conversations 
open all kinds of doors. 

What is it about eating that brings us closer? Food has 
always seen to be part of the human story and across 
cultures love is always shown through food. 
#plushielovestoeat began as a way to bring our 
community together and Plushies have definitely proven 
the love of food. What first started with a simple 
exchange of ideas a year ago between my creative 
partner @mallorcansloth and I, grew into a celebration 
of diversity through food every Friday. Post after post, 
Plushies have embraced the hashtag sharing their food 
story around a virtual special table. 

Some of our delicious highlights rest on the efforts of 
many, and in our first month of October 2018 over 500 
plushies shared their boldest tips and techniques, 
fabulous delicacies and memorable cultural traditions.  
But selecting a winner from so many was a challenge. 
The beloved Russian dumpling from @losikandelik won 
the first award and with it, a regional conversation had 

erupted between Pelmeni, Vareniki and the Polish 
Perogi. In November @winkyhoots shared a slow 
cooking method of reduction with her family recipe 
winning us over. "Pineapple Cinnamon Maple Jam has a 
soft spot in our hearts and tummy, and since we love 
slow-cooked meals at home, this yummy dish can be 
enjoyed on its own, easily used as a topping or added to 
meats or pies,” Accepting her win, @winkyhoots added 
"Thank you to our loving hosts for #plushielovestoeat 
and bringing us together in such a delicious way.” 

Near the close of the year an interesting momentum 
developed when another hashtag started flowing and 
Plushies were now including the tag #plushieslovetoeat. 
We were getting feedback each new week with positive 
messages. @monchhichifanuk applauded it with "It is 
nice to see many plushies share such good food from 
around the world with the hashtags," and the 
enthusiastic @rascal55go's, "I am a foodie, I can never 
forget #plushielovestoeat." It was becoming harder and 
harder to choose a winner but @ikeabadgerbkk won 
that month with two mouthwatering dishes: Moo Satay 
and Spicy Dry Tom Yum Noodle from Thailand. His love 
for food and its intrinsic flavours has him continually 
coming back posting using the hashtag with "I'll keep 
exploring the world of delicacy and sharing with my 
plushie friends!”

Love of Food is a Universal Language 
#plushielovestoeat Celebrates its1st Anniversary 

by: @lunabott 

October, November, December, January 
winners: @losikandelik, @winkyhoots, @ikeabadgerbkk,

@helga_and_her_friends

February, March, April, May 
winners: @travel_bunny_diary, @mayugen1211, 

@sirrogerbear, @sealsniffer
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January didn't show any slowing down 
either, @helga_and_her_friends showcased her charming 
outdoorsman friend named Chris with his first attempt at 
baking. His secret to getting his Swiss Woodcutter Cake's 
special bark texture to work, "you got to try it, plain and 
simple." The next winner introduced our viewers to a very 
special exotic and unusual destination. "My silly human 
and her friends had booked a small Yurt, a traditional tent. 
It was very cosy with a lot of carpets, cushions and small 
tables." What @travel_bunny_diary was referring to was 
a local Turkmenistan restaurant and the ambiance is what 
won in February. Woshuku cuisine has been recognised by 
UNESCO and @mayugen1211's Japanese Ichiju Nisai 
took the top prize for March. As our hemisphere thawed, 
we were served with all sorts of interesting gastronomic 
delights with a personality from the province of Almeria 
in Spain and Italy's Sicily. For April, the Spanish Crumbs 
or Migas from @sirrogerbear unveiled ancient essences of 
the past with influences that can still be felt today. While a 
delectable dessert brings a grin to many faces, 
#plushielovestoeat honoured this saint's most noteworthy 
body part, Saint Agatha's Breasts of ricotta and marzipan 
brought to us by @sealsniffer in May.

@ukibear17's restaurant series has him constantly sharing 
though #plushielovestoeat and in June his pumpkin soup 
caught our attention based on his unconventional style but 
easy method to a healthy lifestyle. @alexadebarcelona's 
Foxita had us craving Mexico's street food scene but it 
was her video presentation that had us asking, how did her 
senses react visiting each vendor? "Mexican corn-based 
food is never the same really, the dish can change with 
your experimentation with sauces which can be raw or 
cooked but spicy most of the time. The flavours of Mexico 
are strong because they are not afraid of flavour." 
Completing the roster of winners is @dino.vipkid, who 
skillfully showed us how to prepare the savory Japanese 
pancake in a non-traditional setting. Okonomiyaki hit our 
taste buds and we were delighted to present Dino as the 
winner for August. As we visit September's final winner 
Australian Fusion at Primrose Cafe, one thing that is 
certain. Plushies do take food seriously and 
@mynameis.first sources out the chicest venues, 
ingredients, and cafes.

6800 plus posts from around the world have dazzled us 
with a unique World of Delicious and so many new 
friends are joining weekly. Becoming a contributor is 
simple. #plushielovestoeat is open to Plushies every 

Friday, with one entry each week gets you started. Your 
presentation can be from your own kitchen or a restaurant 
visit, maybe an ingredient or a recipe tantalises you or an 
entire meal. It is important that your food detail a 
backstory, remember this is about learning a little bit 
about each other and of course include the hashtag 
#plushielovestoeat! A winner is selected every new month 
and a certificate of appreciation is awarded for wowing us 
with your tasteful dish. Also in the official announcement, 
an interview adds a special portion to the show giving our 
audience perhaps a chance to explore and learn something 
new and cultivate food connections.

It has been a pleasure hosting with @mallorcansloth but 
comments like those from @dreamy.doris keep us fuelled 
and anxious for another exciting year, "I only found this 
out when I was looking for quick and easy recipes and I 
love #plushielovestoeat!" We invite You, multiculturalism 
is on the menu, so let's eat together. We want you to be 
our guest on the #plushielovestoeat show.

June, July, August, September 
winners: @ukibear, @alexadebarcelona, @dino.vipkid, 

@mynameis.first
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